Network Analyser
Observability via
Synthetic Monitoring

Automated
Network Analysis
The Infosys Dr Wi-Fi Observability Platform uses three key tools:
IoT hardware – allowing for secured probes to test and
measure network quality.
Cloud services – enabling the collection of this data and the
general management of the network.
Data analytics and machine learning – which takes the
appropriate data, interprets it and automatically triggers
necessary actions.

Why start with Wi-Fi
Wireless and on the move is currently how most of the IT
service is used. The wireless delivery part of a complex IT
system is the one that's more difficult to manage and diagnose.
Wireless infrastructure has a large number of service delivery
points (networks/ESSID and access points/AP) that makes any
manual approach to its control too expensive (hence the
present quality issue of many Wi-Fi networks).
Many sites where the Wi-Fi is used are unattended, without
technical staff onsite, resulting in a clear need for automation.

Synthetic
Monitoring
The scripted test not only emulate the user, it captures
information about the system internals, that allow for
immediate diagnostic and fix of any issue.
Synthetic Monitoring reproduces the users working with the system to
accomplish their task. User behaviour is synthesized using scripted tests,
running on dedicated IoT systems, with access to all the elements of the
service stack on the edge platform, where they get data about the
subsystems of the delivery infrastructure and the software functions
activated.
Note: in the past RUM (Real User Monitoring) was used to gather the same data, but with nowadays security measures, any code
running at the user lever has limited access to technical info from the lower layers needed to diagnose the delivery infrastructure and
services.

Questioning the
system
An observability platform is built to answer these
questions about the systems it is watching:
What must work?
Does it work?
How it works?
What is broken?

What must work?
"All intelligent behaviour is the result of a proper feedback mechanisms "
Norbert Wiener - Cybernetics - 1948

The "feedback loop" that ensures the
governability of the system must be based on
its end-to-end behaviour.
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In control theory, observability is a measure of how well
internal states of a system can be inferred from
knowledge of its external outputs.
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Building observability with snmp queries and log parsing is conceptually wrong.
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Does it work?
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The Dr Wi-Fi probe constantly checks all aspects of
your network, acting as a user and behaving as a
technician, with real-time reporting and detailed
performance measurement.
Constant network performance checks
Actively highlights any potential problems
Detailed reports and analytics
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What is broken?
Dr Wi-Fi provides instant detail on what is working
and what is not working, any network problem
instantly actions an immediate drill-down into the
fault, locating and highlighting the exact cause of the
error.
Constant fault finding and alerts
Eliminates costly call outs and maintenance
Works on both cabled and wireless sections
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How is it working?
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Clear performance analytics, providing detailed
reports on how your network is and has been
functioning.
Clear insight into the performance of the network
Instant access to performance history
Identifies areas for improvement or adjustment
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Eliminate uncertainty
Full coverage multi ESSID/BSSID
Constant automated testing eliminates any
uncertainty on the cause of error.
Dr Wi-Fi replaces uncertainty with exact
reporting, eliminating the need for
inaccurate human diagnostics, and costly
maintenance, ensuring maximum uptime,
optimal performance and reduced costs.

Probe test
schedule cycle

Edge & Cloud
An observability system must collect the info on
the edge, where the users live and work. An
observability system must aggregate all the
data at a central point where to do automatic
inferencing and aggregate information
presentation. The collected data is stored inside
the probe device flash memory and synced to
the cloud: this can be activated during the
measure and does not require any other link.

The main user interface is available on Cloud, a basic user interface is also present on the Edge
probes if needed (air-gap network security, industrial sites..).
The observability system is fed with info on the assets inventory so that the alarms generated
can be pushed with the correct context to existing monitor and control systems.

The hardware device
The DrWifi network probes offer secure, indiscreet mounting,
as well as advanced secure access, protecting your network at
all times, the secure platform offers a secure 256bit key
encryption as well as Elliptic curve cyphers for the dialogue
between Cloud and Edge. Even in case of physical tampering of
the edge device, it’s not possible to extract the access
credential or any sensitive data.

Edge form factors: Plug / PoE / Pocket / IP

Distributed and supported by
Established in 1991, ISE is a specialised
distributor of major brand Wi-Fi products,
providing Network Design as well as Capacity
Coverage of specialised High Capacity WLANs.
With over 650 standing networks, ISE has
established itself as a market leader in the
Hospitality and Education sector in South
Africa, supplying to and supporting the largest
Hotel and School chains in Africa through its
dealer network.

For more information or demo bookings, visit www.drwifi.africa or contact ISE +27 (0) 87 550 1800

